@cochrane_collab You have asked Götzsche to distinguish his personal views from that of Cochrane regarding psychotropics. Yet, he uses Cochrane affiliation when inviting for deprescribing symposium, alongside IIPDW.com (!), and cochrane-email for signup. Comments?
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Cochrane @cochrane_collab - Mar 9

Replying to @Pottegard

Thank you for your messages @Pottegard. Cochrane takes seriously all feedback from our community, and we have shared your comments with senior leadership for further action. If you would like to submit a formal statement directly, please use our website cochrane.org/contact.
Foul Videbech: @FoulVidebech - Mar 9
Wow. medicinskidskifte.dto.meninget/item/... #Gatsoche #NordicCochrane

Andreas Anderson: @gganderson - Mar 8
Leader of Nordic Cochrane Peter Gotzsche has problems with the selection of reviewers, chairman of Nordic Cochrane and others. It is virtually impossible to pinpoint who

Anton Pottegard: @Pottegard
@cochraneCollab You have asked Gotzsche to distinguish his personal views from that of Cochrane regarding psychotropics. Yet, he uses Cochrane affiliation when inviting for depression symposium. alongside...

Translate from Danish

Andreas Anderson: @gganderson - Mar 8
Replying to @Pottegard
Ja, det er ledelsen af Cochrane Nordic, med til at afdække tilfældet til Cochrane. Og det er det længere at tage med medlemmer af Cochrane, end at afhænde privat

Ray Collin : @raycollin - Mar 7
From Nordic Cochrane Center leader Peter C. Gotzsche
Rewarding the Companies That Cheated the Most in Antidepressant Trials?

Rewarding the Companies That Cheated the Most... Did the Lancet network meta-analysis of antidepressant trials reward those companies that cheated the most with their drugs?
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VARI: @Zagor03452660 - Feb 20
Replying to @muscular @tunaydogan
Nordic Cochrane Center in møde med Peter Christian Gotzsche i en discussion om medicinsk kritik og den grå omkring den.

He de David Heyman, British Medical Journal debattør medelevitet. Ord, der lille term for i en offentlig forhandling...
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Michael Woodhead: @mwoodhead - Feb 20
Tomorrow on @tunaydogan # Cam will be talking to Peter Gotzsche of the Nordic Cochrane Centre about his HOT new meta analysis.

Samantha Amytage: @sam_amytage
Thought #fair opion place attacking me for encouraging women to have mammograms? @NO FOIST did in a medical advice. All my stats came from @QuantaMagazineUK, see Dr. David N. Sugarman...